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THE ADEPT
10th. Moon 30? Gemini sex tile with Venus. Favorable, ask favors, push affairs.lith. Moon 14° Cancer trine with Mars. Generally favorable, go ahead. « ,12th. Moon 29° Cancer with Mercury. Active and changeable, avoid risks.13th. Moon 14° Leo square with Mars. A little risky and uncertain.14th. Moon 29° Leo with Jupiter. Favorable, go ahead, push affairs.15th. Sunday. Moon with Saturn. Good for Sunday affairs only.16th. Moon 27° Virgo. No strong aspect, somewhat quiet.17th. Moon 11° Libra sextile Neptune. Good, go ahead, push affairs.13th. Moon 24° Libra soxtile with Sun. Favorable generally,push affairs.19th. Moon 7° Scorpio sextile with Saturn. Favorable for general affairs.20th. Moon 19° Scorpio with Mars. Be careful, avoid unnecessary risks.21st. Moon 1° Sagittarius square with Litmus. Deceiving, use caution.22d. Sunday. Moon 13° Sagittarius square with Saturn. Good for Sunday affairs.23d. Moon 25° Sagittarius trine with Jupiter.. Go ahead, push affairs. 424th. Moon 7° Capricorn trine with Saturn. Favorable although somewhat quiet.2f>fh. Moon 19° Capricorn trine with Venus. Good, ask favors, push affairs.26th. Moon 1° Aquarius. No strong aspects. Somewhat quiet, favorable.27th. Moon 13° Aquarius opposite Neptune. Deceiving, uncertain. avoid risks.28th. Moon 26° Aquarius opposite Jupiter. Active, avoid extravagance, etc.29th. Sunday. Moon 8° Pisces opposite Saturn. Good only for Sunday affairs.30th. Moon 21° Pisces opposite .Venus. Avoid extravagance, etc.31st. Moon 4° A ties trine with Neptune. Generally favorable.

THE MODERN CHURCH—A FIG LEAF.No mortal being is able to change the effects of the heavens upon the earth, or the effects of the heavens upon every infinitesimal atom of animate or inanimate substance upon the earth. The earth and the world are two different propositions. The two terms are very often indiscriminatingly mixed. In some senses they may be used to mean the same thing. In other senses they may be used to mean entirely
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different things. Tito same thing might he said of nearly all words. If everybody used the proper words in the proper sense, as to their proper meaning, that would, no doubt, be admitted to be “good English’’- or good whatever other language they were speaking, if everybody 
understood in the same sense the sense in which others used their words it is not likely that there would he much trouble in this world of ours which is permitted to exist in this earth of ours. The world, 
meaning human affairs, in mental life or society, is like unto a veil which covers the whole surface of the earth. The clouds, or other
wise murky atmosphere is a visible representative of the mental veil which occults the worldly mind of mankind from the glorious truths 
which are gloriously recorded, infallibly, in (lie heavens far above 
earth's atmosphere. The ancient church, which we are given to under
stand were the immediate descendants of Shem, Hum and Japhet, seem s to have beep aware of this fact, hence they worshipped on the mountains, where they obtained their celestial truths from an atmos
phere clear from the mental and physical miasma, or from the defilement of the muckraking world beneath them. Moses went up into 
a mountain to obtain his commandments, and Jesus 'went up into a high mountain to fortify against the heathen. The word “heathen” 
means a class of people who worship on the heath, and such as are looking for pretty, worldly, and petty, perishable things instead of for the ovor-abldlng and eternal good.Temples, ami what we call churches or halls, were not used by 
the people in the ancient days for preaching. They were used to 
keep their idols in. and their idols wore representations of the truths 
which they learned from the heavens. They were as fully warranted in making such representations as we are of today in making pictures, paintings, statuary, flags or banners. The most ancient teachings were, “Thou shalt not how down to: such idols, graven images or false gods." False gods have always been known to be the worldly powers, such as kings, priests, the hierarchy, money or vain glory, etc. True religion is just the same today as it, was then but, the 
veil is thicker, more fig leaves sewed together and whitewashed.

The orbit, of the Moon, so far as our world is concerned, is the 
outer limit of oceultation; the extreme influence upon the worldly mind of man. The Moon thereby becomes an astronomic or a g eo 
metric marker to denote the effects of the veil upon the tilings of this earth, both physically and mentally, because both the mind and body 
of man and animal life are of the earth earthy and of the world worldly. Such worldly powers can hardly enter Into the kingdom of the heavens: because the heavens are beyond their reach or comprehension. Worldly powers belong, or are restricted, to the great king
dom of healthendom, which can be found manifested In every part of the earth where man is not spiritually free. He is bound to the powers of the world, which are known by every sort of a name. In 
general, we might say that he is held, or hell-ed by slavish chains termed the “Worldly Belongings of Ceasar.” Each sufferer knows 
his own burdens, and in what department of worldly life it exists.
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• I am not in favor of military training universally for the Dwlted States. 1 vf&u in favor of this at one time, more so for the health of the boys, as it Is good for them' to be compelled to live-some way near right and have regular hours. But I have been talking with quite a number of the boys who went across, and they universally agree that training takes the ambition and independence out of all of them, and makes a cheap machine. They can obey orders all right and fight hard, or do what they qre set to do, but they lose their ambition and independence and are like old women in some ways—always waiting for the leader to say what to do. Those who had the least training in the war were most inclined to go ahead, shoot up the enemy and not stop till they thought it a good plan, and they were not over particular about obeying orders, and at the same time they have good judgment and act as men should act. Military leaders like to see a human machine that will obey orders and do nothing except what they are ordered to do, just as a king would order his subjects to do. The spirit of America is to go ahead and when there is anything fo do, do it quick and the best way possible in one’s judgment. It’s better to have this spirit. A king is all right among those who have no ambition or ability, but when a man has some ideas of his own and wants to use them, it’s poor policy to stop him because he may not have some wealth or political pull. What do you think of having to stop short, take off your hat or make a how to some imbecile that was horn of n degenerate, with no mind, ability, or as good qualities as yourself? ift # t

The American spirit is that might is not right; but the average man or woman will insist that this means physical might. It is no more right that n man or woman who has a tricky, sharp, dishonest make-up, should he allowed to Impose upon those who are not ns tricky, etc., but the laws of this country allow this to go on every day. Many of the crafty ones have learned the weakness of human nature in many and will work on his weakness to their disadvantage, such as selling'Sstock in supposed mines or oil wells that are in imagination only. Speculation generally in.stocks and cereals is carried on by a class that run the markets to their own advantage. They coax the ignorant speculator into the market by various advertising scherhes and get a lot of them into it, then fleece them. Generally, in the same manner that a poker player does, by bluffing them out, and then repeat. The average person is sure that he can guess as well, or better, than the other fellovy. Science does not recognize mental force as a leading power. At least, they don’t speak of it. But one who reasons on the subject knows that the force is apparent whether you take a man’s money at the point of a gun. or take it by appealing to his sympathy. You can beg money from some that you could not scare with a gun. Although, in either case, it is somewhat voluntary, but a more agreeable force, when you appeal to one’s sympathy. But the majority of noenlc esnnrst see that kindness with some Is a greater force than a
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revolver with another.
*  *  *

Not long ago I came across a reverend gentleman who w&a advising some of his hearers to avoid studying the signs in the Heavens, 
but study the signs of the times, little knowiry;. that the signs in the Heavens show the signs of the present and coming times. There is 
nothing in the universe that will cause one to realize the Infinite more than to study the Heavens, know the extent of them as far aa it Is possible to understand them, for in the Heavens we can see and begin to comprehend with Infinite means. There we see that suns and systems, of which ours is the smallest, all obeying the laws of the 
infinite, to the extent that even man can foretell to the fraction of a 
minute when an ecl ipse will take place. The Christian religion was 
founded on the story of the Sun in passage through the Zodiac. That old story of the Sun being born again (and it is born every year) in the sign Capricorn, representing the stable, or place where goats, 
catt le and sheep are kept, under the sign of the virgin, or with the sign Virgo ascending in the East. Every year the Sun starts to rise on the 25th of December in the sign Capricorn with the sign Virgo, 
the Virgin on the Horizon, should be well known by every minister. 
The ancients were Sun worshipers and personified the Sun as they 
personified all the planets. If the Sun were taken from this system, all life as we understand it, would immediately disappear. It does no harm to know truth, and to know of the motions, signs and effects 
of the stars only makes one know that there is some infinite power 
that does rule this universe. Nothing gives any one more education 
or a broader mind than travel. The one who remains on the farm 
never sees a city, never knows of what there is in the world, can 
have but a small idea of the universe or comprehend the meaning oi Infinite nr of (iod. Cod  nn-uns infinite. Hot one study the Heavens for a time and got some Idea of I ho. Immensity of space and the 
regularity of the universe, and his main awakes to the sublimity of it, 
Of course, it destroys the idea that God is a man, with a head incapable
of .building even a first-class kennell for a bull pup.* * *

Russia is ruled by Aquarius and Uranus and while l lranus has been In Aquarius it has been more apparent In the affairs of Russia, clearing out the graft and corruption among the politicians and leaders. Every nation is founded on the good, but every nation has corruption and graft, more or less, among its leaders—some more than 
others. Even here in the United States the public recognizes the 
fact that men are so dishonest that they will not run the government 
for the good of the public, and dare not trust the public ownership oi railroads, etc., to its people on account of so-called graft, etc. As Saturn came to the opposition of Uranus, or afflicted Uranus, they have had Saturn influences in Russia, an evil combine In some ways, although, no doubt, better in many ways than under the old ruling 
class, for the old rulers were one bad, corrupt, vicious, etc., in every 
way. The Soviet government would not be agreeable to scarcely
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took up the study o f  this planet alone, as there has been little knowit about it s ince 1832, when it and Uranus met in Aquarius, and the wor ld’s greatest men were born as far as reforms and improvements 
in travel dre concerned, and during the time Neptune remained in this 
s ign interest was created in the air conveyance of thought and voice, 
telegraphy, and the building of railroads began. When Neptune passed into Pisces in 1847, the greatest attention was paid to water conveyance and shipbuilding, and at the end of its stay in this sign, water conveyances were twice as speedy, and ships were twice their 
tonnage than when it entered this sign, and the brains of men were* 
working on the construction of the Great Eastern, which was built 
after the planet passed into Aries in 1861. At this t ime the brains of 
those born in 1832 got into action and the earth was covered with a 
network of steam railroads. During the 15 years it remained in this sign,* England especial ly did much of this work, and English money went everywhere for this purpose. During these 15 years the world 
sdvanced more than in the 2,000 years before, thus the effect in the 
head sign. At. this t ime the Northern Pacific was constructed, passing over the highest elevation that was ever known for a railroad.

TH E  PRES IDENTIAL NOMINATION.
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On Saturday, June 12th, at 8:14 p. tn., the Republican National Convention at Chicago nominated Warren G. Harding for presidential 
candidate. The fol lowing chart shows the Horary figure made for 
that time:

As a rule one can determine from the first nomination made by 
either of the two parties as to who will be elected, but this chart is not clear and it is best to judge from the charts of both. In this figure the ascendant represents the candidate, with Jupiter, which is strongly placed in the sign Leo. Mercury rules the 10th house, the 
house of office and honor, etc. The Moon represents the public gener
ally. Mercury rules the house of adversaries or the 7th house, and 
Neptune represents the house o f  honor and office of the Democratic 
party. Jupiter is strong in Leo, Mercury is weak in Cancer. The Moon, representing the people, is exalted in Taurus and is applying to a good aspect of Mercury, ruler of (lie 10th house of Mr. Harding, and In close .square to Neptune, representing the house of honor and 
office of the Democratic party. The Sun is in the house of adversaries, in the 7th of this chart and in a good aspect to Mars, showing very 
plainly that although the people are inclined to favor the nominee, 
they will he in doubt, and the masses will change opinions often in the 
coming campaign, but at the present time, with Jupiter in Leo, Mr. Harding has a bettor siandlng and is more popular than any sup
posed candidate for the Democratic party.It. does not look to be impossible from this chart for the Democrats 
to nominate one that could win the election. However, as a rule, the 
Democrats make an error if such is possible.
Frederick White,

Crystal Bay, Minn.Dear Sir: Just n few lines to tell you that I consider the AprilAdept the best for ft long time.
You have put in more of your stuff than usual. Stuart. Armour’s article is interesting, and it is such a relief to be freed, even 

temporarily, from the petty expressions of criticism and small per Konnlitlos which have occupied so much space heretofore. The men who Indulge litem have bright minds. Why can’t they nun that such 
bickerings get them nowhere?With all good wishes In every way.

Yours truly,
F. L. MORGAN.

FREE.Clouds Dispelled—Gives the astrological derivation and esoteric significance of all our popular holidays and customs. Highly inter-' .estlng; very instructive; decidedly helpful to ail seekers after truth. Mailed absolutely free, The Brotherhood of Light. Box 1525, Los 
Angeles, Calif. 2-2-21.
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BOOKS FOR SALE BY FREDRICK WHITER 
Crystal Bay, Minn.
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The Ke>r to the Bible and Ilea
A new bonk describing the m\sicrioiis writings in the Dibit 

have not Im*t>11 understood i'or ilu* past two thousand years*.The book explains what the Bible actually contains, in s describes what the an;;., and names of the patriarchs, from Ad. 
the present time. mean. 1 he ages .given in the Bible, in the nam- Ulan, represent cycles of lime, ami the system employed is the itsed in Astrology A licit of 21 degrees around Hie ear'll is do 
as the 2-1 Elders; which is centered at the ;>t!th degree north hit. where the twelve divisions are I oral etl. called 1 he 12 tribes of 1st The ages given mean degrees of longitude in the sunn; system as t 
t, m 1 a V.

This book is a Itevelalion a nil is the only hook of its kind existence. Tin- Bible j., not what ii is supposed to be, a text book 
religion, inti it describes the laws of the universe which we today e 
Astrology and Aslmnonn.li describe-, that t .vclos and a g e s  are calculated Westward ra t i  
the Earth according to the 12 signs of flit' Zod iac ,  and on wb<̂ , '■ 
of tin; Earth the 12 divisions are located.The Bible describes Europe as the Christian age. and the iia of Europe as the children or disciples of the age. The world we 
explained as ilte ending of the cycle East of Greenwich, in the desti 
tint) of Hie European nations.It is a peculiar tact that the life history of Jesus is entirely misun 
derstood and this book explains the mystery.

If you want to know what ancient Astrology is. and learn how to 
get the key to this study in the Bible, get this book. xThe Bible describes the 12 signs of the Zodiac in cycles, and gives 
the inlhieiices produced by Brauns. Neptune, and Saturn, as the trinity which represents God in nature. The names of men and women were given to the planets, and calculated tit the periods of time the planets 
make their circuits.The ending of the cycle means the destruction of the age, and »»ow E tin; time for the ending of the age for Europe and also the beginning 
of the American age. What do you think will happen to the churches? when it becomes known that the Bible is an Asl rologieut book and that Hie travels of the children of Isrnei simply means equinoctial precisions? •The Bible is ;t sealed book tip to the time of the end and 1020 is the 
time of the end, y '* 7’--The "Key to the Bible and Heaven” is written in plain languagty end easily understood. It contains 28u pages with 25 iliu.A rations, 
size 6x!) incites, cloth bound. ' ■Print' $.1.00 postpaid. Bor sale by the author, L. B. La4* —
East Oak Street. Portland. Ore.
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3d. Moon 9° Taurus trine with Jupiter, also favorable. Go ahead, 

push affairs, ask favors, follow your judgment.4th. Moon 23° Taunts, no close important aspects, is somewhat, 
quiet altho is even and fairly good for general affairs.

5th. Moon 7" Gemini. .Square with Uranus and Jupiter, is good 
ohly for such affairs as come up on Sunday. Avoid risks ot ad 
kinds.(>th. Moot) 2!' Gemini, with Mat's, is uncertain, risky, avoid 
risks, new affairs, guard against disputes, etc.

7tli. Moon t> Cancer, trine with Uranus, is general ly favorable, 
ask favors, travel, change, use your judgment.,

8th. Moon 21 Cancer, no d o s e  important aspects, is a quiet day, 
slight ly good, favors only regular affairs; not as god lor changes or new affairs.

9th. Moon i! I,eo, square with Venus, is active and changeable;, 
avoid extravagance; do not depend on promises made,

loth. Moon 20 Coo, sex tile with Sun and Mars, is a favorable’ day, follow your judgment, ask favors, pits!) affairs.
IJt.li Moon .V Virgo, opposite Uranus, is risky, deceiving ami 

uncertain; avoid risks, attend only to regular affairs.
12th. Moon 19 Virgo, with Saturn, also an uncertain day; good 

only for Sunday affairs.
13th. Moon 3 Libra, no important aspects; a quiet day. not fav 

orable for running risks or starting important changes.
l-ltlt. Moon 10" Libra, square with Mercury; an active and dtangenhie day; be careful, guard against losses and deceipt.lath. Moon 29 Libra, trine with Mars, is slightly beneficial for 

general affairsHtth. Moon 12’ Scorpio, soxii ie with Jupiter and Saturn; is gen - 
vinlly favorable.; your judgment good, push affairs.

17th. Moon 25 Scorpio; no close important aspect's, is somewhat 
quiet, altho favorable in regular affairs, not as good for new affairs.)

IStIt. Moon X" Sagittarius, square with Jupiter, is changeable end uncertain; avoid bn-dticsn Haler specula I ions and guard against 
<\t mvngnnrC:

I Mill. Mott!) 20 Sagittarius, badly inspected to Saturn, is favorable 
only for Sunday affairs.

20th. Moon 2‘ Capricorn.- opposite Mars, is deceiving and uncertain; avoid risks, the p. m. is belter and more even than tint a. nr, 
21st. Moon Ifc Capricorn, trim* with Saturn, is even and favor

able, somewhat quiet, altho good
22d. Moon 27"' Capricorn, no close important aspects, is some

what quiet, altho favorable for general affairs.
23d. Moon 9* Aquarius, opposite Neptune, is uncertain, dece iv 

ing. not good for running business risks.
24t h. Moon 20' Aquarius, square with Venus, is somewhat cluing 

able, altho not real unfavorable; avoid excess, extravagance, etc.2."dh. Moon 2" Pisces, trine with Mars and Sun, favorable ft 
general affairs, altho unfavorable for running risks o r  making it 
port ant changes.
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2Gth. Moon 14° Pisces, opposite Jupiter and Saturn, is unfavorable and uncertain; avoid changes, risks and all but Sunday affairs.
27th. Moon 20° Pisces, is applying to good aspects and is oven 

and favorable, go ahead.28th, Moon 8®  Aries. Trine with Neptune. Ik general ly favorable; 
g o  ahead, use your judgment and push affairs,

2i)th. Moon 21" Aries, I Hue with Venus, is favorable, your judg
ment good; ask favors, push affairs.doth. Moon 1” Taurus, sextile with Sun. favorable, go ahead, do 
as you feel is best and push affairs.

NOTE- It often occurs that one who starts an important event on a good day finds it completing on an unfavorable day. and fear that something is wrong; but such as is started on a good day. gen
erally is favorable, no mailer when completed,

ASTROLOGICAL ARROWS FROM ARMOUR.
The student of astrology will often come across the statement in hooks written l*y men who have never tested astrology by empirical 

methods, that the discovery of Copernicus rendered belief in astro
logy absurd. This dictum is always laid down with owl-like gravity 
together with a great pretense of deep thought and learning, but a moment’s examination will prove (he shallowness of this statement. 
For instance, the effect of the Sun and the Moon on the tides is a 
fact in nature admitted by all. Now. no one would argue that, the 
Copernican discovery overthrew that soil-lunar influence on the tides' Yet. if planetary influence is a fact in not me. ns we students know 
it is, how can it he argued that any human discovery could over
throw it any more than in the former case?

Another statement, equally shallow, is often made that Dean 
Swif t’s satire on John Partridge, the publisher of an astrological almanac, helped (o g iv e  tin- dea thb l ow i<> bel ief in aptridog\. Km 
th o s e  writer--, nutUlng m e  o f  that e p i s o d e  ev id en l l y  do noi  know that 
Swift was a student of aslrolog't and a believer in it.“Swift, in his Biekerstaffe: iainnhlet, stated that Halley, tin- 
astronomer-royal, predicted th / .“Inglish revolution in HiR8. Swift said that that prediction, which • saw before (he event, written in 
a nobleman's album, set him stn../i»g astrology, which he never had 
reason to regret.” London Observer, July G, 11)15).

It was not Partridge’s belief in astrology that Swift was satir
izing but the former’s habit of reckless prophesying about everything 
under the sun in Ills yearly almanac.

Two books recently published have added to our knowledge of 
Roger Bacon, the mediaeval scientist and aslologer. The Latin edi
tion of Bacon's “Secret mn Secretorum’* iBook of Secrets) has been 
translated into English. A reviewer has said: “We cannot hut b<-struck by the insistence, that is laid on the guidance to be derived 
from astrology. “Correctness of judgment." we are told, "depends 
upon nativity.. Every one is born at a certain hour, and his sub-
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the subscription 1ms expired.■b »!: >fc

At last.!! 1 (eel (Jood anil mighty fine ami somewhat exulted, t.*i' 
us the slang expression is, I am ail swelled up. For many years, 1. 
have studied history, the Bible, the Records at the court house and 
even inquired of my neighbois it they ever heard ot any one born 
on Slay 11th that amounted to anything, and could find no encour
agement. 1 totind a party who was born a couple of days later, the 
same year, inti my judgment varied from theirs, as my private 
opinion was that IF they could get in their right mind, and see themselves its some one else did. that they would need quite a pow
erful m icroscope to get their bearings. Hut today, Muroka! It canto 
like a flash from the clouds in it clear sky: 1 find that Henry lb 
Wallace of President Harding's Cabinet, was born May ilth, 18t>t! 
in Massachusetts. If i had a full thee, more mental temperament, weighed 50 pounds more, had larger eyes, and was better looking. 1 Would look just like him. But according to some of the sys tems 
of Astrology, twhich 1 have not great faith in), which do not re
quirt* the Hour of birth to make a forecast. ! would have as good 
a horoscope as  Mr. Wallace, amt have some of the sit me events that 
he will have 1 have to admit, that I was unlucky or lucky, .as you may choose t<* call it. he was app o in t ed  !<> the o f f i c e  of Secretary 
af Agriculture, while 1. being smaller, tin various ways), was elected 
to the off ice of Judge, its some are pleased to call it. lint technical 
ly, B. Justice of the Pence., or as a sarcastic lawyer c a l l e d  my 
attention to. Justice for the Plaint iff.

I can see how Mr. Wallace can he interested in Agriculture, for 
1 am, and always was. but if Mr. Walitt.ee has no better succ ess at 
it than i have had. i fear for his reputation. But considerin'.: that 
The Office and the Real thing .are quite different, he may he a wonderful success, for i! is real easy for me to sit in my office and 
see tiO bushels of wheal to the acre where only one has grown be
fore. 1 have my Moon wdih Neptune ami it makes me somewhatidealistic. 1 have my Sun in Taurus in trim* with Jupiter, and it makes me positive, and I am sure that if f was at Washington and 
they tried jo ring up anything off color, mv Brauns would raise a Howl that would make the ahum* of the Capitol tremble like a reed 
in the wind. I am glad shat Mr. Harding was e l ec ted,  for now I 
know 1 have it fortunate birth day.tf. M -i:

Mr. Herbert C, Hoover was born August 10th. 1S71. in fowa: his 
hour of birth not known, but he looks very much like a Taurus per
son. or Taurus ascending. Tor he seems to have the Venus dimple.Ho inis a very interest ing chart, bis Burt is in Leo. with the Moon 
and he also lias Mars. Uranus any! Saturn ail strongly aspected. Sun 
in semi square to Jupiter. His Sun in Leo makes him somewhat popular, nltho my judgment is that he is somewhat modest, hv having his Venus in Virgo; Venus in Virgo would make him unite In
dustrious and his Moon with Mars and Pranas would give hire
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.plenty of "Pi'ii" and the good aspect of Jupiter very good ability; 
<l)o all')idIons in bis l imit show (he hard times thin bo would pans 
Uuu, but bo ir rmor in s a period nmv when ho can have succ ess 
■ouch u s  ho hits never had before. His Sun is progressing to a good 
aspect of Mars. Uranus and Saturn and also to a conjunction of 
.Jupiter. I and S years from the present time will make Mr. Hoocer 
better known find more popular even than in the past year or two.

Generally the first thing a student of Astrology starts to invest)' 
gate vim timing up tin- study of Astrology, is the planets in the 
different houses of the Horoscope. This is quite important, hut not 
as important as the aspects between the various planets. The 
planets in the house of I lie Horoscope, determine considerable in the, direction that that house may refer to. but if the planet hits a good aspect, even a had planet will hi iiig some good, for the aspect 
is stronger ami more imporlai.il than llie position In that house. 
•Some will get into the habit of thinking (hat if Scorp io or Capri* 
corn ascenos at the time of birth. Phut it is an evil or unfortunate
indication: get over this habit as qiuckly as possible, for some of
the best pep'" e I know and tin most intellectual and formnat'- have these/ .ns asreudiii". !!<■ careful to look for the I'nralel 
aspect. Or phiim!:; in dm same I )cc|inaI ion; all oilier aspects
can h<- see a g l a n c e ,  hut the Parallels cannot, j on must see
what the 1 >e ition of each planet js, and limn note if two, or more
are within !!, o n e  declination, or within a degree or so of i!. 'two
o r  more planets in the same latitude Is not an aspect .and not to he 
•••ong.idered as such.

Gradually the, world is changing, and whai was true a number of >ears ago. is not considered so at. present. I can remember when if made little difference what ones Politics wore, iiui. if you did not 
have the right religion, you were : < a bad itw ! remember when a 
Cnit.-.uiun was considered ul; /.• as good as an Infidel; but today 
its, "Conte to Church Sunday," no matter which one; but come to 
some church or other Pad in Politics, if you happen to be a Unitarian now. or in favor of Government that will benefit the greatest 
number; you are off your base, with the average person who cannot 
‘think. Ilmv anxious a!) hands are that are interested in some kind 
o f  a Drive; to get your money to save a starving Austrian. German 
oi Turk: but let. Um miserable Russian, whose Politics are different, .starve. Not many years ago. when the North was threatened, 
Russia made a demonstration that prevented the possibility of war. 
while Germany was anxious to hang all our hides on the fe n ce .  ■Such is Politics and Religion: mostly home, made ami used where it 
does  tiie most good, i believe that it. is right and proper for the 
Red Cross to use some of its funds, to assist starving Russians as xvell as any other nationality that is hungry.
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a !hrone or to lounge about the forum. And. sumo would pre fer  Lo 
’"•<1 ute Hunt Divine Mission on earth by tupping piano-keys, s inging 
«: i 11 i t-H or chew ing gum-drops or so mo oil ier follows' ear. Han they 
nil wear c lo thes mil from the same pattern? What does Hod, Christ, 
o r  the .i ihonanaeies export its to think about these  perplexed differ 
euros  which lie. They. .Somebody, or Someth ing instil led into man 
by breathing into his nostrils, and causing man to be c ome a "Living 
Bout. Kinoly 'stand right up yc rum-giii'.zlers, >'<■ prohibitionints, ye 
min ist ers  o f the gospel s, ye col ic,r< professors, congre s smen, pres i
dents, politicians, old maids and widows, and tell the world which 
one- o f all the c la s s e s  on earth am  best rpiulified to gu ide till the 
rent o f tile da!,,a s, as dumb driven asses., iulo the "K in gd om  of Hod." 
where "all things are hi he added until them," s; )>• i the promises  
sii long made, |:<i I tulii-vi such p rom is e? (it c o u r s e  I do  Hut, 
never "on your l ife" under sueii i i ilerprelal i o c s  ol Scripture, Nature, 
(tod. Alan and ill • I lev it as have Iceri dealt, out to the ma s s e s  from 
elm relies, c o l l e g e s  and s< hoob for oral (tries. Of course, no one in 
this ago of ihe world is to blame for such roi, end rot is mu always 
i ad. i>u!. , verv soul on earih is to blame il lie does not try to soldi 
the Truth in Hod’s way regardless: of fads.Churches should not Ik; condemned because b i go try became mixed 
with I heir fundamental purity. Col leges should not be underrated 
because they became infected with a spirit of "I am more holy than 
thou." Astrology should not ho rejected, despised and crucified 
because eha.fialitiu y became intertwined with Truth. Men should 
not be despised because they happen to form opinions or entertain 
ideas different from those of others. Men are nothing but Thinking 
.Machines. It. is the Will of Man only that over errs. The Hod-part 
of man cannot, ei r. Astrology never denotes what, the WILL of any 
MAN is. II only denotes what the Will of Hod is. How any man 
will aeeept the Will of Hod, lo which the Will of Man is only Finitely 
Secondary, no Astrologer is able to determine by any inspection of 
Hit: stars. ii is our lack of discrimination that causes all errors. Lack of discrimination is not .Science. Il is eharlantry, bigotry or in
difference in church or out. It is diffinlt for munv people to see the 
fine distinctions in matters of fact. That is wherein they fail in 
judgment, although they may ho worldly successful through virtue of 
their birth planets They may he vorv discriminating in their educat
ed methods of login or grammar, or in mailers of numeration and yet not able lo defermlim Hie very fine <1 Isi met ion between Mali and 
tile Beast. It is over these very fine distinctions that churches, col- !bs and Astrology disagree. Each of them assume to be the "More 
Holy Than Thou" in the consideration of bigots. U is those bigots 
in either or all of those classified assumptons who object to reasoning pro and con. t’mler such a state of mixed-up mental conditions 
all over the world how can anything he expeted but misunderstand
ings: of each ol her and of facts known by one and disputed by the other. Distinctions easily perceived by an opposite discerning mind, 
are not, will not be seen nr cannot be by a bigoted mind. A bigoted
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hmii or beast can not he a Democrat amly in name. I love few dis
criminate between the name ami the fact

When some one desires a proof of Astrology by astrologie indica
tions ns lo t,lu> length of lire, or of a probable death, it would be 
no proof whatever unless the one whose data is given is already 
dead, for how could the indication he proven until the subject died. Without any exercise of mathematical astrology, or of any use of the data g. on ns alluded to on previous page. 1 should clairvoyant ly 
‘declare that the subject is not now living. Because. no discerning 
person would ask .such a question concerning a live subject., This 
answer shows the difference between Clairvoyance and Astrn'ogy, 
How, from Astrology, without any hour or minute oi birth, any Adept Astrologer would know, that people born on May It. pith!. are at tilt' 
present time very few and far ln l w ecu in i he census reports of our 
country. And, fiat is as far as ( would be ipbli«li ouour.h in spend 
my valuable time in solving a question which any school i -acher, 
minister of the gasp'd, physician or college professor i fully as able to solve. Hut limit- minds are usually psycho log ized, hypnot i*/,od. or 
mesmerized bv sews of bigotry, to look upon such matter as hen *ath the dignity of the more holy attitude which they imagine to he needs- 
sar.v to uphold their idea of the Kingdom o! God. The "Bivins, 
Soul,” which "man became.” by the entrance of PSYCHIC, into Midi ft nostrils at the MOMENT of their birth, is num attractive than the 
< ft anal Soul. But these arc Mosaic propaganda. They are disputed by Bivotrv and not Democratically. Why should Man or the Beastly 
part of the laving Soul. ouarrel. because each brain has been dif
ferently attuned to the Slut sc of the Spheres. WEBBER.

LESSON FOR NEW STUDENTS.
A S H O R T  DEF IN I T ION  OF  T H E  MEN TAL  C H A R A C T E R I S T I C SOF THE SIGNS.

Aries: Ambitious, executive., earnest, and determined,
.Hints: Persistant, stubborn and strong-willed.

Gemin i : Dualistic. sensitive, changeable and inclined to go to
extremes.Cancer: Ein-otional. changeable, impatient, tenacious and self-
rel iantH o :  Ambitions, self-reliant, dignified, determined and strong-willed.Vitro: tTitie.nl. practical., systematic, thoughtful and inventive.

Libra: Cheerful, generous, hopeful, kind and affectionate.
Scorpio: Courage, energy, endurance, shrewdness, fin-seeing and 

tactful.Sagittarius- Generous, decisive, loving freedom and indepen
dence, just and .honorable.Capricorn: Persistant, patient, economical and reserved.

Aquarius: Studious, persevering, inventive and humane, loving all 
intellectual pursuits a ml especial ly the study of hu than nature.
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, First we consider the Sun with the nature of the sign and house 
it is in, then we note the aspects that the Sun receives from the 
other planets, The good aspects give a harmonious flow of the vital forces and strengthen the vitality, while the discordant aspects 
t|lvG the reverse. Then we draw our conclusion. Thu reason why 
we consider the Bun first, is, because it is the strongest life giving 
force.

Next We consider the Moon, with I he sign and house it is in, and 
the aspects it receives from the other planets. Then w*o draw' our 
conclusion.

Third we consider the nature of the sign on urn ascendant amt 
the nature of the sign that contain the ruler of the Aseendenat;

Fourth, we consider the nature of the sixth and eighth houses, 
«nd ahy planets in the same. Remember that you cannot consider 
it house unless you consider the nature of the planets in the house, 
the nature of the sign ruling the house and the position of the rul
ing planet of the house, with the nature of the house and sign it 
is in.

The strongest signs for*vitality are Aries, U;o. Sagittarius ana 
Libra.

The weakest signs for vitality are Cancer, Capricorn and Pisces.
The signs that give moderately strong vitality are Taurus. Genvt- 

nl, Virgo, Scorpio and Aquarius.
bboks”bn""ast r̂oT ogV ...........  "

am constantly receiving inquiries in regard to what books are 
the best for one who is just starting to study Astrology, or wishes, 
to start, In reply to such will say: White’s Guide to Astrology ik 
first class for one who wishes to start from the beginning and 
knows nothing of the science, it gives the nature and influence of 
the signs of the Zodiac, of the planets, the aspects, motions etc. 
How to make a horoscope and how to judge it. With the Guide is 
an Ephemerls giving the positions of the Planets for 10 years, with 
Tables of houses, and a few blank charts for practice. This book is 
paper covered. Price 50 cents. Postage 6 cents.. 

tel My brief Ephemerls, giving the planets places from 1850 to 1900. with the Guide to Astrology, is $1.00.
‘ After one is well started in the study, and needs more complete 
instructions. I advise getting any of the publications that 1 adver
tise;'for they are all good. Alan Leos Manuals, at 50 cents each 
:nre excellent. The Horoscope in Detail or Everybody* Astrology, 
are excellent, directions and direction very good. Broughtons El# 
•ttibiits .of Astrology is very complete and an excellent book to have. 
Himmonites Arcana is one of the most complete hooks on the sub
ject, and one who Is studying Astrology and can afford it, should 
have it, for it is valuable to the astrological student. It sells for 
.$1.00, and; 1 always have them in stock, and it Is in my judgment.
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